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An Economic Survey is a
document that surveys the economy
in the financial year just past. So,
it lists the issues confronting the
economy and gives prescriptions
for how to tackle these problems.
Usually the solutions to the problems
are presented in the Budget since
resolution of problems requires
allocation of resources which can
only be done in a Budget. But
most of the time the Budget does
not follow the prescriptions in the
Economic Survey. It is likely that
this situation will not change this
year as well.
The reason is, as the Economic
Survey lists, the economy is
confronting a deep slowdown with
the rate of growth falling quarter on
quarter and the rate of investment is
not picking up, especially the private
investment. It flags employment,
situation of agriculture and MSME
sector as major problems. These
are the obvious ones and are also
not new issues since these have
been flagged by this author and
subsequently by many other analysts
in the last more than two years. What
is new is that the government was in
denial about many of these issues
but the Economic Survey has finally
admitted the problems and made
those official.

If one is in denial, then one also
does not solve the problems and
that is what has been happening in
the Indian economy. For instance,
in the last year’s Budget a high
rate of growth was assumed so that
the tax revenues were projected
to rise strongly. Since the rate of
growth turned out to be less, revenue
collection was short and that made
the Fiscal Deficit to rise. So, to
contain it at the level of 3.4 per
cent, essential expenditures were
cut. This aggravated the demand
problem further and slowed down
the economy. Similarly, in the
Interim Budget, the revenues were
projected to grow strongly based
on a high rate of growth. Now it
is clear that this was an incorrect
assumption and revenues will not
rise as projected. This would throw
the budgetary calculus off the mark.
So the extra expenditures on Kisan
Scheme, pension for the unorganised
workers and the tax concession for
the lower middle class will either
not be fully funded or other essential
expenditures will be cut or the fiscal
deficit will rise.
The Economic Survey needed
to throw light on the current
controversy about data, whether it
is growth of the GDP or the level
of unemployment. If one does not
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base the Budget calculation on the
current growth figures then again
the budgetary calculus would go off.
Credibility of Indian statistics has
been severely damaged in the last
one year because of the government
being in a denial mode. It denied
whatever it found to be politically
inconvenient.
So, the employment data from
PLFS was denied and the government
went to the extent of saying there is
no good data on employment. It had
high hopes from the data on Mudra
Loans but it refused to release it
in February when the data became
available. As this author pointed
out, if good data on employment is
not available, then the GDP data,
which depends on employment
data, will also be suspect. So, after
the elections the PLFS data was
released but the Mudra data has
not yet been released. The data on
farmers’ suicide collected by the
Police Crime Bureau has not been
released after 2016.
It was important for the
Economic Survey to restore the
credibility of the Indian data but
this has not happened since a proper
analysis is not presented. Further,
the oft-repeated target of almost
doubling India’s GDP to $5 trillion
in the next five years is now again
repeated. When it is said in doller
terms it means the real GDP, and not
the nominal GDP, is to be doubled.
The nominal term does not make
sense since one can then achieve
the target by creating inflation in
the economy. Further, if the GDP is
doubled in nominal terms, the rupee
would devalue against the dollar and
the goal of $5 trillion would not be
achieved.
If it is accepted that the economy
has to almost double in size in five
years, it would imply an average rate
of real growth of about 11.5 per cent
per annum. Since one is starting on a
base of 5.8 per cent this quarter and a

likely lower growth rate next quarter,
to achieve an average growth rate
of 11.5 per cent over the next five
years in the last quarters, the rate of
growth would have to turn out to be
about 17 per cent—an impossible
task. Even achieving a 10 per cent
real growth is difficult in the present
circumstances.
The Economic Survey correctly
identifies the key economic problem
as a demand problem and therefore
it talks of a proper minimum wage
for workers. It talks of raising
investment in the economy and so
on. It also correctly argues that the
savings rate has to go up which it
will if incomes rise and the rate
of growth goes up. But it does not
follow through with the argument
of demand shortfall and slips into
suggesting solutions based on supply
side and structural reforms.
It talks of incentivising the
corporate sector and land and labour
reforms among other things. It also
talks of the reform of the financial
sector which has faced a big crisis
since the NPAs of the banks have
been properly identified after 2015.
An even bigger crisis erupted last
year when the IL&FS failed, and
now other NBFCs, like Dewan
Housing Finance Company, are also
defaulting on their loans.
But it needs to be remembered
that these structural policies have
little to do with the Budget and
could be announced independent of
the Budget. Only any direct subsidy
to the banks or their increased
capitalisation (recapitalisation)
need be in the Budget. Labour in
the unorganised sector is already
unprotected and is employed on the
basis of ‘hire and fire’. Only six per
cent of the work force is unionised
and is not subject to hire and fire.
Yet the economy does not generate
enough jobs; so it is not labour
reform which is to blame. It is the
degree of automation that needs

to be looked at to see how one can
increase employment.
Tax cuts for the corporates
will not spur investment since it
will not change demand in the
economy. Thus, instead of tax cuts,
the government needs to think of
how to raise resources and increase
capital spending and support to
social sectors, like education and
health and rural infrastructure.
The GST has a structural problem
which is plaguing the unorganised
sectors of the economy. As this
author has been pointing out, it is
not just an implementation issue that
confronts the GST. An alternative
GST is required to give a boost to the
unorganised sector of the economy.
The Survey also talks of
stimulating exports and lowering
the cost of capital by lowering
the interest rates. The RBI has cut
rates twice with little stimulus to
the economy due to low capacity
utilisation. Exports are uncertain
given the global uncertainty due to
actions of Mr Trump—trade war,
sanctions against Venezuela and
Iran, etc. Hence this cannot be a
solution to the current problems.
The supply side and structural
reforms will take a long time to have
an effect on demand, if at all. The
need at present is to raise demand in
the short run. Then investment will
go up as capacity utilisation rises
in the economy. So, a stimulus is
needed. Even if the fiscal deficit rises
by half a per cent it is not going to
lead to inflation since there is spare
capacity and foodstocks.
In brief, while the Survey admits
the issues confronting the economy,
it does not follow through with
the appropriate solutions to these
problems.
(The author, an eminent economist,
is the Malcolm Adiseshiah Chair
Professor, Institute of Social
Sciences, New Delhi.)
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Gujarat Probably Shows What ‘Hindu Rashtra’ Will Mean for Dalits
Subhash Gatade
When I was born, I was not a child
I was a dream, a dream of revolt
that my mother, oppressed for
thousands of years,
dreamt.
Still it is untouched in my eyes
Covered with wrinkles of thousand
years, her face
her eyes, two lakes overflowing with
tears
have watered my body.
– Sahil Parmar
(Noted Gujarati Poet)
'You are Welcome to Enter . . .
Village of Hindu Rashtra'!
It was around two decades ago
that headlines in a few national
newspapers reported the 'arrival' of
Hindu Rashtra in parts of Gujarat. A
few inquisitive journalists had even
displayed photographs detailing the
nascent phenomenon then.
The shock generated by the news
died down in a short while.
Hardly anybody then could
have had a premonition that it
won’t take much time for the idea
of Hindu Rashtra to gain wider
acceptability across India with a
commonsense gaining ground, rather
getting consolidated, where religious
minorities were increasingly
understood as ‘the other’.
Can it be said that the recent
spate of attacks on Dalits—leading
to at least three deaths in the past one
month in the same state—coupled
with growing instances of life of
insecurity for many concerning their
lives or their continued deprivation
by the dominant castes, is an indicator

of the fact that the unfolding project
of Hindu Rashtra has entered a
new phase where Dalits are being
construed as the ‘new other’, one
who could wreck the project of
‘Hindu Unity’ from within.
Perhaps it is too early to draw
any such conclusion, but the portents
are there for everyone to see.
We should not forget that time
and again, Hindutva ideologues
have demonstrated their tremendous
fascination towards Manusmriti,
which ordains sub-human existence
for Dalits. Remember that Golwalkar,
the second supremo of Rashtriya
Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS),
had opposed the making of the
Constitution by espousing the cause
of Manusmriti and had demanded
that it be made independent India’s
constitution. Organiser, the organ of
the RSS, had then complained:
But in our constitution there
is no mention of the unique
constitutional developments in
ancient Bharat. Manu’s laws were
written long before Lycurgus of
Sparta or Solon of Persia. To this
day laws as enunciated in the
Manusmriti excite the admiration
of the world and elicit spontaneous
obedience and conformity. But to our
constitutional pundits that means
nothing. (Organiser, November 30,
1949, p.3.)
One of the most shocking
incidents in this targeting of Dalits
happens to be the killing of Manji
Solanki, deputy sarpanch of village
Jalila from Botad district, by
suspected dominant caste people
from his own village. In fact, Manji,
who had faced deadly attacks at least

four times in the past few years, had
applied to the police for security and
his application was pending with
them for months together.
A purported video clip of the
last moments of Manji is disturbing
to say the least. In the clip, he is
not only naming the persons who
attacked him but also narrating
how the perpetrators rammed
their four-wheeler on his twowheeler and beat him with lathis
and pipes. Thousands of Dalits
from Gujarat and Maharashtra had
recently gathered at Manji's village
to demand justice for him.
Less than a month before
Manji’s murder, 19-year-old Rajesh
Sondharva, a resident of Manekwada
village in Rajkot district, who was
fighting for justice in a criminal
case involving the murder of his
father, late Nanjibhai Meghabhai
Sondharva, a Dalit activist, was
thrashed to death by dominant caste
people.
Anyone who looks closely
at these killings or instances of
dispossession or the life of insecurity
faced by Dalits—who number less
than 7% of the state’s population—
can discern a common thread in
them, which relates to their growing
assertion for their constitutional
rights and the vengeance with which
it is opposed by the 'upper castes'.
The killing of Manji Solanki, whose
wife was the sarpanch (head) of
the village, demonstrates that it
does not even matter even if one’s
political affiliations lie with the
ruling dispensation itself.
It was only last year that Frontline
magazine had shared details of
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'Cases of Violence against Dalits' in
the state during the last few years,
which had gone largely unnoticed.
The three representative cases from
the year 2018 tell us about how
a 21-year-old’s hobby of riding a
horse led to his killing (Bhavnagar),
how another young Dalit’s efforts
to unearth corruption by resorting
to the Right to Information Act
led to his being hacked to death
(Rajkot district) and how a former
revenue official’s attempts to get
fellow Dalits ownership of their
land and the unnecessary delays
by the revenue department led him
to immolate himself as a mark of
protest (Patan district).
Less than three years ago,
Gujarat was witness to a historic
movement of Dalits and other
democratic forces in the aftermath
of the Una flogging incident, when
cow vigilantes had brutally attacked
a family of Dalits for skinning dead
cows.
Jignesh Mevani, the radical
leader of the historic Una movement,
had then shared a few details of
Dalit lives in the aftermath of the
movement:
• there are thousands of cases of
atrocities against Dalits every
year
• atrocities continued to rise
d u r i n g N a r e n d r a M o d i ’s
chiefministership which lasted
for 13 years
• there are more than 55,000
Dalits who are still engaged in
scavenging
• 1 lakh sanitation workers are still
not getting minimum wages
• Dalits in 119 villages in Gujarat
are living under police protection
• the rate of conviction in cases of
Dalit atrocities is merely 3%.
After remaining silent for long,
Prime Minister Modi had then said

addressing the perpetrators, “Don’t
beat my Dalit brothers, hit me if you
want.” It does not need underlining
that there has been no change in the
situation, rather it has worsened.
It is still a continuation of lives
of deprivation and discrimination.
What is the way out for Dalits,
so that they can live a life of dignity
and freedom?
It was only last month when
some marriage processions of Dalits
in villages in the northern part of the
state came under attack by dominant
caste people. It was alleged by
activists that the government had
turned into a "mute spectator" and
miserably failed to "ensure the safety
of members of the community".
Activists had even underlined that
while the "situation is so serious
in the state that Dalits are unable
to take out marriage processions",
the Chief Minister has not uttered a
single word on this discrimination.
According to Vijay Rupani,
Chief Minister of Gujarat, there is a
need to inculcate Samajik Samrasta
in society to ameliorate the situation.
No doubt, the idea sounds good,
but it basically tries to sanitise the
essentially hierarchical situation in
society which has even got divine
sanction.
The question that needs to be
asked is whether mere sermonising
about Samajik Samrasta (social
harmony) would put an end to an
age-old discrimination that has
received modern sanction?
First, one needs to acknowledge
that contradictions exists and
what one calls the upper castes or
dominant castes have consistently
refused to allow a life of dignity
to Dalits and other discriminated
sections.
There is nothing new in the
refusal to see the fissures existing in

Indian society. One needs to recall
the during the period of Modi’s
chiefministership of Gujarat, a
government-sponsored report titled,
Impact of Caste Discrimination and
Distinctions on Equal Opportunities:
A Study of Gujarat had even called
caste discrimination a matter of
“perceptions”.
In his blog 'True Lies', senior
journalist Rajiv Shah had then
pointed out in a detailed critique
that this report was a governmental
response to an exhaustive study
titled, Understanding Untouchability
done by an Ahmedabad-based NGO,
Navsarjan Trust (2009), which
demonstrated with concrete data the
wide prevalence of untouchability
both in public and private spheres
in interaction between Scheduled
Castes (SCs) and non-Scheduled
Castes (non-SCs), as well as within
SCs, among the several jatis in
rural Gujarat. This report covered
around 1,600 villages in Gujarat, did
a complete survey of these villages
based on a few parameters ranging
from temple entry to the use of the
common well, and similar factors.
According to Navsarjan, out of the
villages covered, 98% still practiced
untouchability.
What further surprised scholars
was that the said governmentsponsored report had completely
omitted valmikis (Dalits who
work as manual scavengers are
usually from this sub-caste) from its
consideration.
This was not the first time
that the powers that be had tried
to 'obliterate' the valmikis out of
their existence. Leading sociologist
Ghanshyam Shah had reminded
readers then:
The state government filed an
affidavit before the Supreme Court
in 2003 claiming there was no
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manual scavenging in Gujarat.
This was despite the published
evidences documented by Praful
Trivedi [Gujaratni kashtakatha,
Mathe melu Uchkavani Pratha,
Ahmedabad: Janpath Prakashan,
1996] as well as by Mari Mareel
Thekaekara [Endless Fifth: The
Saga of the Bhangis, Bangalore:
Books for Change, 1999] and the
documentary film Lesser Humans by
K. Stalin. The government reiterated
its stand in 2007 in response to a
study by the Tata Institute of Social
Sciences, which identified 12,000
manual scavengers in Gujarat. In
fact, the study was sponsored by
the Gujarat Safai Kamdar Vikas
Nigam, a Government of Gujarat
Undertaking. (www.counterview.
org, Nov 13, 2013)
For a ruling dispensation that
refuses to see that discrimination
exists and which can even
‘invisibilise’ a section of the
community just to present a rosy
picture, it would not be difficult to
declare that Hindu Rashtra is the
only Satya (truth) and everything
else is Maya (illusion).
(The writer is an independent
journalist based in Delhi.)

meceepeJeeoer efJe®eej
mebkeÀuHe yeoueeJe keÀe
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Some Disquieting Trends in the Budget
Prabhat Patnaik
It is clear by now that the figures
provided in the 2019–20 budget are
palpably unfounded. The budget
has concealed the actual receipts
and expenditures for 2018–19 even
though these were available, because
they show huge shortfalls compared
to the budget estimates for that year.
And all its estimates for 2019–20
are projections based on the revised
estimates for 2018–19, which are
close to the budget estimates for
that year, rather than the much
lower actuals. Hence the budget
figures for the coming year cannot be
taken seriously. An air of mendacity
pervades the entire budget.
But while its figures mean very
little, there are certain disquieting
trends in this budget which
deserve serious notice. One is the
announcement that the government
will henceforth approach the
international market too for its
borrowings. Till now this had
scarcely been the case, which is
why the ratio of India’s sovereign
(i.e. government) external debt to its
GDP stands only at 5 percent, one of
the lowest among all the countries
in the world. This reticence is now
going to be jettisoned.
The government’s approaching
the external market is not because it
is compelled to do so; it is not as if it
cannot raise funds domestically. Nor
is it the case that foreign borrowings
are not counted in the fiscal deficit,
so that by taking a foreign loan the
government would be able to spend
more than what the fiscal deficit
limit allows; foreign loans are
counted exactly the same way as
domestic borrowings as part of the
fiscal deficit. One cannot even claim
that foreign loans are necessarily

cheaper; and anyway interest rate
differential has not been adduced as
an explanation for the government’s
desire to borrow from abroad.
It may be argued that the
government expects a situation
to arise soon when the inflow of
finance into the country would not be
sufficient for financing the balance
of payments deficit; and it is building
up foreign exchange reserves by
borrowing in foreign exchange to
finance its rupee expenditures. But
this too does not make sense. This
argument ignores the fact that the
government’s own debt-servicing
requirements in foreign exchange
will become an additional burden
on the balance of payments.
There is also a false argument
doing the rounds, which states that the
government is tapping funds abroad
because it has run out of access to
domestic savings. This is wrong
because government borrowing does
not come out of some fixed pool
of savings. When the government
borrows to spend, it actually puts
into private hands the very resources
which it borrows, not directly or
consciously of course, but through
the working of the system itself.
As the government keeps spending,
additional employment, output
and incomes, and hence additional
savings, keep getting generated, and
this process goes on until the total
additional savings exactly equal the
additional government expenditure.
The government can simply borrow
these additional savings to finance
the expenditure it has undertaken.
So, there is no question of the
government running out of savings
to borrow.
The government therefore is
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tapping the external market not for
any of these reasons, but entirely
as a matter of choice, only because
it has borrowed so little till now.
This however is a dangerous
course of action because it
increases the leverage exercised by
international finance capital on the
Indian State.
The domestic financial sector,
from which the government borrows
normally, is within its control
area, especially in India where the
banking system continues to remain
predominantly State-owned, and
where the autonomy enjoyed by the
Reserve Bank of India does not take
it outside the purview of the State.
Borrowing from the domestic
financial sector which is within the
control area of the State has two
implications: first, the domestic
financial sector cannot impose
“austerity” in an arbitrary manner on
the government in the event of the
latter’s inability to service its debt;
and second, the very question of
inability to service rupee debt cannot
possibly arise since the government
enjoys sovereign powers of taxation.
But if the government takes
loans from foreign markets, then
those loans would be in foreign
exchange, so that in the event
of a foreign exchange shortage,
no amount of domestic taxation
can possibly help in servicing its
external debt. And such a situation
would allow the foreign creditors to
impose such “austerity measures”
on the government as they think
appropriate, which typically entail
cutting down on food subsidy,
cutting down on welfare expenditure,
deferring salary increases for
government employees, curtailing
the size of the government payroll (through for instance forcing
the substitution of ad hoc teachers
for permanent faculty in public
educational institutions), and so

on. There are numerous examples
of such imposed “austerity” on
governments unable to service their
debt, Greece being an obvious and
well-known recent example.
Of course it would be argued
that the reason why the government
cannot service the debt has to do
with foreign exchange shortage,
and, in the event of such a shortage,
these “austerity” measures will
get imposed anyway whether or
not the government has borrowed
abroad. But when the government
itself trips up on debt servicing, it
comes directly under the thumb of
international creditors. A whole lot
of macroeconomic policy options,
such as imposing import controls, to
alleviate an exchange crisis, which
would otherwise be available to it,
simply get taken out of reckoning
because of creditors’ pressure.
In short, foreign creditors get
a direct hold on the government,
which they otherwise would not
have. And since this happens no
matter which government comes
to power, it ties the hands of all
subsequent governments. True, if a
government supported by workers
and peasants comes to power which
has the guts to take the country out
of the neo-liberal orbit altogether,
then it will be able to confront
foreign creditors; but even for such
a government, a large legacy of
foreign debt simply makes its task
that much more difficult.
In short, the abridgement
of democracy and of national
sovereignty, which neo-liberalism
entails in general, gets further
intensified when the government
becomes indebted to foreign
creditors. And yet this is what the
NDA government is planning to do,
quite gratuitously.
The second disquieting feature
has to do with the centralisation
of resources that this budget is

unleashing. The shortfall in GST
collections that has occurred has
affected both the Centre and the
states. In this situation the Centre
has opted to raise revenue in the
current budget through surcharges
and cesses, which are not shareable
with the states. The increase in the
tax on the super-rich who have
incomes between Rs 2 crores and Rs
5 crores, or above Rs 5 crores, that
has been proposed in this budget,
is to be raised for instance through
an increase in the surcharge; and
this is not shareable with the states.
As a result the state governments,
precisely when they are facing a
fiscal crisis, will not have access
to revenues that should have come
their way.
The GST itself abridged states’
rights; and its failure in raising
adequate revenues is making their
position even worse, because unlike
the Centre the states have hardly any
other means of revenue-raising. If
the Centre in this situation decides
to raise revenue in a manner which
deliberately keeps resources, that
should have been shareable with the
states, out of the latter’s reach, then
they are pushed into a real corner.
When this happens and they come to
the Centre for help, the Centre will
then play favourites, and penalise
those states which happen to be
politically ‘difficult’ from its point
of view.
In the transition to Right-wing
authoritarianism which we are
seeing in the country at present,
the abridgement of the power and
resources of the state governments
has played no mean a role. This is the
very trend that this budget is carrying
forward with a vengeance.
(The author is Professor Emeritus,
Centre for Economic Studies,
Jawaharlal Nehru University, New
Delhi.)
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New Starvation-Level Wage Announced
Subodh Varma
In a bizarre turn of events, the
labour minister in Modi government,
Santosh Kumar Gangwar, announced
at a press conference that the new
floor level minimum wage for the
country will be Rs 178 per day. This
translates to Rs 4,628 per month.
This is bizarre on several counts.
First, the official declaration of the
National Floor Level Minimum
Wage (NFLMW) is done only
after the statutory Minimum Wage
Advisory Board meets and approves
it. No such meeting has been held—
yet the minister jumped the gun. An
announcement is due because this
revision is done every two years.
The last one was in June 2017. But
without any due process?
Second, and more importantly,
the new wage rate announced is
a mere Rs 2 more than what was
declared two years ago. Just a 1%
increase in two years? This is less
than the inflation rate in the past two
years, meaning that in real terms, it
would be a decline!
Third, the declaration of
Rs 178 per day goes against
the government’s own Expert
Committee recommendation of Rs
375–447 per day (or Rs 9,750–
11,622 per month) as the National
Minimum Wage. This Committee,
headed by Anoop Satpathy, was set
up by the same minister in Modi 1.0
government in January 2018 and
gave its recommendations in January
2019. These recommended levels are
actually also low as they are based
on lowering the minimum calorific
intake norm from the accepted
norm of 2,700 to 2,400 Kcal, and
other sleights of hand. But the Modi

government appears to be pushing it
even further down.
Fourth, and most importantly,
this extempore declaration of the
minister fixes the level of minimum
wage at about one fourth of the
norm recommended by the 7th
Pay Commission in 2016. This in
turn had emerged by taking into
account the well-known and hitherto
universally accepted standards set by
the 15th Indian Labour Conference,
reiterated by successive Labour
Conferences (especially 44th, 45th
and 46th Sessions), and also accepted
and supplemented by the Supreme
Court in the famous Reptakos Brett
case in 1992. These norms mandate
a minimum wage level of Rs 692 per
day or Rs 18,000 per month.
In fact, 31 states and Union
territories in the country have current
minimum wage levels higher than
what Gangwar announced.
Pandering to Corporate Greed
The NFLMW is a nonstatutory measure—it is meant as
a recommended level below which
minimum wages should not be
allowed by state governments. Since
labour is in the Concurrent List of the
Constitution, it is primarily states that
deal with minimum wage fixation.
The central government fixes wage
levels for its own employees.
According to law, those types of
employments (jobs) that are listed
in Schedules are open to fixation
of wage level by governments. In
India, over 1,600 jobs are currently
listed in Schedules across states and
the Central government. NFLMW
is specifically meant to recommend

wage levels for non-scheduled
jobs which may run into
thousands.
By announcing an absurdly low
minimum wage level, the labour
minister and actually the Modi
government itself is sending a
signal to corporate houses that the
government is not interested in
protecting the interests of workers
through policy interventions. It is
allowing a free hand to employers
to push wage levels as far below
as possible. In the government’s
thinking—borrowed from Western
neoliberals—output and growth will
be boosted if labour costs are cut to
the skin and bones level.
That the government has this
approach is confirmed by the
fact that the minister made his
announcement while addressing a
press conference to reveal that the
Modi Cabinet had cleared the Code
on Occupational Safety, Health and
Working Conditions Bill, which
seeks to amalgamate 13 labour
laws and selectively retain those
favourable to employers. Earlier, on
July 3, the Cabinet had also cleared
the Code on Wages, which is a
similar amalgamation, doing away
with protective provisions in several
labour laws. Thus, dilution of labour
laws—a long standing demand of
the Indian corporate class—is finally
going to take place in this session of
the Parliament. And, carried away
by his excitement, the minister also
declared the new starvation level
minimum wage.
(Subodh Varma is a senior Indian
journalist.)
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Keep America Great (Don’t Count on It!)
Dilip Hiro
Make America Great Again
(MAGA)? Don’t count on it.
Donald Trump was partly voted
into office by Americans who felt
that the self-proclaimed greatest
power on Earth was actually in
decline—and they weren’t wrong.
Trump is capable of tweeting many
things, but none of those tweets will
stop that process of decline, nor will
a trade war with a rising China or
fierce oil sanctions on Iran.
You could feel this recently,
even in the case of the increasingly
pressured Iranians. There, with a
single pinprick, Supreme Leader
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei effectively
punctured President Trump’s MAGA
balloon and reminded many that,
however powerful the US still
was, people in other countries
were beginning to look at America
differently at the end of the second
decade of the twenty-first century.
Following a meeting in Tehran
with visiting Japanese Prime
Minister Shinzo Abe, who brought
a message from Trump urging the
start of US–Iranian negotiations,
Khamenei tweeted, “We have no
doubt in [Abe’s] goodwill and
seriousness; but regarding what you
mentioned from [the] US president,
I don’t consider Trump as a person
deserving to exchange messages
with, and I have no answer for him,
nor will I respond to him in the
future.” He then added: “We believe
that our problems will not be solved
by negotiating with the US, and
no free nation would ever accept
negotiations under pressure.”
A flustered Trump was reduced
to briefly tweeting: “I personally

feel that it is too soon to even think
about making a deal. They are not
ready, and neither are we!” And soon
after, the president halted at the last
minute, in a distinctly humiliating
retreat, US air strikes on Iranian
missile sites that would undoubtedly
have created yet more insoluble
problems for Washington across the
Greater Middle East.
Keep in mind that, globally,
before the ayatollah’s put-down,
the Trump administration had
already had two abject foreign
policy failures: the collapse of the
president’s Hanoi summit with
North Korean leader Kim Jongun (followed by that regime’s
provocative firing of several missiles
over the Sea of Japan) and a bungled
attempt to overthrow the regime
of Venezuelan President Nicolás
Maduro.
America’s Global Standing at a
Record Low
What’s great or small can be
defined in absolute or relative
terms. America’s “greatness”—
much lauded in Washington before
the Trump era—should certainly
be judged against the economic
progress made by China in those
same years and against Russia’s
advances in the latest high-tech
weaponry. Another way of assessing
the nature of that “greatness” and
what to make of it would be through
polls of how foreigners view the
United States.
Take, for instance, a survey
released by the Pew Research Group
in February 2019. Forty-five percent
of respondents in 26 nations with

large populations felt that American
power and influence posed “a major
threat to our country”, while 36%
offered the same response on Russia,
and 35% on China. To put that in
perspective, in 2013, during the
presidency of Barack Obama, only
25% of global respondents held
such a negative view of the US,
while reactions to China remained
essentially the same. Or just consider
the most powerful country in Europe,
Germany. Between 2013 and 2018,
Germans who considered American
power and influence a greater threat
than that of China or Russia leapt
from 19% to 49%. (Figures for
France were similar.)
As for President Trump, only
27% of global respondents had
confidence in him to do the right
thing in world affairs, while 70%
feared he would not. In Mexico, you
undoubtedly won’t be surprised to
learn, confidence in his leadership
was at a derisory 6%. In 17 of the
surveyed countries, people who
lacked confidence in him were also
significantly more likely to consider
the US the world’s top threat, a
phenomenon most pronounced
among traditional Washington allies
like Canada, Great Britain and
Australia.
C h i n a ’s E x p a n d i n g G l o b a l
Footprint
While 39% of Pew respondents
in that poll still rated the US as the
globe’s leading economic power,
34% opted for China. Meanwhile,
China’s Belt and Road Initiative
(BRI) launched in 2013 to link the
infrastructure and trade of much of
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Southeast Asia, Eurasia and the Horn
of Africa to China (at an estimated
cost of four trillion dollars) and to be
funded by diverse sources, is going
from strength to strength.
One way to measure this: the
number of dignitaries attending
the biennial BRI Forum in Beijing.
The first of those gatherings in May
2017 attracted 28 heads of state and
representatives from 100 countries.
The most recent, in late April, had
37 heads of state and representatives
from nearly 150 countries and
international organisations, including
International Monetary Fund (IMF)
chief Christine Lagarde and United
Nations Secretary-General Antonio
Guterres.
Leaders of nine out of ten
Association of Southeast Asian
Nations attended, as did four of
the five Central Asian republics.
Strikingly, a third of the leaders
participating came from Europe.
According to Peter Frankopan,
author of The New Silk Roads, more
than 80 countries are now involved
in some aspect of the BRI project.
That translates into more than 63%
of the world’s population and 29%
of its global economic output.
Still, Chinese President Xi
Jinping is intent on expanding the
BRI’s global footprint further, a
signal of China’s dream of future
greatness. During a February twoday state visit to Beijing by Saudi
Crown Prince Mohammed bin
Salman, Xi suggested that, when it
came to Riyadh’s overly ambitious
economic plan, “our two countries
should speed up the signing of an
implementation plan on connecting
the Belt and Road Initiative with the
Saudi Vision 2030.”
Flattered by this proposal, the
crown prince defended China’s use
of “re-education” camps for Uighur
Muslims in its western province of
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Xinjiang, claiming it was Beijing’s
“right” to carry out anti-terrorism
work to safeguard national security.
Under the guise of combating
extremism, the Chinese authorities
have placed an estimated one million
Uighur Muslims in such camps to
undergo re-education designed to
supplant their Islamic legacy with a
Chinese version of socialism. Uighur
groups had appealed to Prince bin
Salman to take up their cause. No
such luck: one more sign of the rise
of China in the twenty-first century.
China Enters the High-Tech Race
With America
In 2013, the German government
launched an Industry 4.0 Plan meant
to fuse cyber-physical systems, the
Internet of things, cloud computing,
and cognitive computing with the
aim of increasing manufacturing
productivity by up to 50%, while
curtailing resources required by
half. Two years later, emulating this
project, Beijing published its own
10-year Made in China 2025 plan to
update the country’s manufacturing
base by rapidly developing 10 hightech industries, including electric cars
and other new-energy vehicles, nextgeneration information technology
and telecommunications, as well
as advanced robotics and artificial
intelligence, aerospace engineering,
high-end rail infrastructure and hightech maritime engineering.
As with BRI, the government and
media then publicised and promoted
Made in China 2025 vigorously. This
alarmed Washington and America’s
high-tech corporations. Over the
years, American companies had
complained about China’s theft
of US intellectual property, the
counterfeiting of famous brands, and
the stealing of trade secrets, not to
speak of the pressuring of American
firms in joint ventures with local

companies to share technology as a
price for gaining access to China’s
vast market. Their grievances
became more vocal when Donald
Trump entered the White House
determined to cut Washington’s
annual trade deficit of $380 billion
with Beijing.
As president, Trump ordered
his new trade representative, the
Sinophobe Robert Lighthizer, to
look into the matter. The resulting
seven-month investigation pegged
the loss US companies experienced
because of China’s unfair trade
practices at $50 billion a year. That
was why, in March 2018, President
Trump instructed Lighthizer to levy
tariffs on at least $50 billion worth
of Chinese imports.
That signaled the start of a
Sino-American trade war which
has only gained steam since. In this
context, Chinese officials started
downplaying the significance of
Made in China 2025, describing it
as nothing more than an inspirational
plan. This March, China’s National
People’s Congress even passed a
foreign direct-investment law meant
to address some of the grievances of
US companies. Its implementation
mechanism was, however, weak.
Trump promptly claimed that China
had backtracked on its commitments
to incorporate into Chinese law
significant changes the two countries
had negotiated and put into a draft
agreement to end the trade war. He
then slapped further tariffs on $200
billion in Chinese imports.
The major bone of contention for
the Trump administration is a Chinese
law specifying that, in a joint venture
between a foreign corporation and a
Chinese company, the former must
pass on technological know-how
to its Chinese partner. That’s seen
as theft by Washington. According
to Senior Fellow at the Carnegie
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Endowment for International Peace
Yukon Huang, author of Cracking
the China Conundrum: Why
Conventional Economic Wisdom Is
Wrong, however, it’s fully in accord
with globally accepted guidelines.
Such diffusion of technological
know-how has played a significant
role in driving growth globally, as
the IMF’s 2018 World Economic
Outlook report made clear. It’s
worth noting as well that China
now accounts for almost one-third
of global annual economic growth.
The size of China’s market is
so vast and the rise in its per capita
gross domestic product—from $312
in 1980 to $9,769 in 2018—so steep
that major US corporations generally
accepted its long-established jointventure law and that should surprise
no one. Last year, for instance,
General Motors sold 3,645,044
vehicles in China and fewer than
three million in the US. Little wonder
then that, late last year, following
GM plant closures across North
America, part of a wide-ranging
restructuring plan, the company’s
management paid no heed to a threat
from President Trump to strip GM
of any government subsidies. What
angered the president, as he tweeted,
caught the reality of the moment:
nothing was “being closed in Mexico
and China”.
What Trump simply can’t accept
is this: after nearly two decades of
supply-chain restructuring and global
economic integration, China has
become the key industrial supplier
for the United States and Europe. His
attempt to make America great again
by restoring the economic status quo
ante before 2001—the year China
was admitted to the World Trade
Organisation—is doomed to fail.
In reality, trade war or peace,
China is now beginning to overtake
the US in science and technology.

A study by Qingnan Xie of
Nanjing University of Science and
Technology and Richard Freeman
of Harvard University noted that,
between 2000 and 2016, China’s
global share of publications in the
physical sciences, engineering, and
mathmatics quadrupled and, in the
process, exceeded that of the US for
the first time.
In the field of high technology, for
example, China is now well ahead of
the United States in mobile payment
transactions. In the first 10 months of
2017, those totaled $12.8 trillion, the
result of vast numbers of consumers
discarding credit cards in favor of
cashless systems. In stark contrast,
according to eMarketer, America’s
mobile payment transactions in 2017
amounted to $49.3 billion. Last year,
583 million Chinese used mobile
payment systems, with nearly 68%
of China’s Internet users turning
to a mobile wallet for their offline
payments.
Russia’s Advanced Weaponry
In a similar fashion, in his
untiring pitch for America’s
“beautiful” weaponry, President
Trump has failed to grasp the
impressive progress Russia has
made in that field.
While presenting videos
and animated glimpses of new
intercontinental ballistic missiles,
nuclear-powered cruise missiles
and underwater drones in a March
2018 television address, Russian
President Vladimir Putin traced the
development of his own country’s
new weapons to Washington’s
decision to pull out of the 1972
Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) treaty
with the Soviet Union. In December
2001, encouraged by John Bolton,
then under secretary of state for arms
control and international security,
President George W. Bush had

indeed withdrawn from the 1972
ABM treaty on the spurious grounds
that the 9/11 attacks had changed
the nature of defense for America.
His Russian counterpart of the
time, the very same Vladimir Putin,
described the withdrawal from
that cornerstone of world security
as a grievous mistake. The head
of Russia's armed forces, General
Anatoly Kvashnin, warned then that
the pullout would alter the nature of
the international strategic balance,
freeing up countries to restart arms
buildups, both conventional and
nuclear.
As it happened, he couldn’t have
been more on the mark. The US is
now engaged in a 30-year, trilliondollar-plus remake and update
of its nuclear arsenal, while the
Russians (whose present inventory
of 6,500 nuclear weapons slightly
exceeds America’s) have gone down
a similar route. In that televised
address of his on the eve of the
2018 Russian presidential election,
Putin’s list of new nuclear weapons
was headed by the Sarmat, a 30-ton
intercontinental ballistic missile,
reputedly far harder for an enemy to
intercept in its most vulnerable phase
just after launching. It also carries a
larger number of nuclear warheads
than its predecessor.
Another new weapon on
his list was a nuclear-powered
intercontinental underwater drone,
Status-6, a submarine-launched
autonomous vehicle with a range
of 6,800 miles, capable of carrying
a 100 megaton nuclear warhead.
And then there was his country’s
new nuclear-powered cruise missile
with a “practically unlimited” range.
In addition, because of its stealth
capabilities, it will be hard to detect
in flight and its high maneuverability
will, theoretically at least, enable
it to bypass an enemy’s defenses.
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Successfully tested in 2018, it does
not yet have a name. Unsurprisingly,
Putin won the presidency with
77% of the vote, a 13% rise from
the previous poll, on record voter
turnout of 67.7%.
In conventional weaponry,
Russia’s S-400 missile system
remains unrivalled. According to
the Washington-based Arms Control
Association, “The S-400 system
is an advanced, mobile, surfaceto-air defense system of radars
and missiles of different ranges,
capable of destroying a variety
of targets such as attack aircraft,
bombs and tactical ballistic missiles.
Each battery normally consists of
eight launchers, 112 missiles, and
command and support vehicles.”
The S-400 missile has a range of
400 kilometers (250 miles), and its
integrated system is believed to be
capable of shooting down up to 80
targets simultaneously.
Consider it a sign of the times,
but in defiance of pressure from the
Trump administration not to buy
Russian weaponry, President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan of Turkey, the only
Muslim member of NATO, ordered
the purchase of batteries of those
very S-400 missiles. Turkish soldiers
are currently being trained on that
weapons systems in Russia. The
first battery is expected to arrive in
Turkey next month.
imilarly, in April 2015, Russia
signed a contract to supply S-400
missiles to China. The first delivery
of the system took place in January
2018 and China test fired it in
August.
An Expanding Beijing–Moscow
Alliance
This purchase of weaponry by
China from Russia was only another
step in the growing Russian–Chinese
military coordination meant to
challenge Washington’s claim to
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be the planet’s sole superpower.
Similarly, last September, 3,500
Chinese troops participated in
Russia’s largest-ever military
exercises involving 300,000 soldiers,
36,000 military vehicles, 80 ships,
and 1,000 aircraft, helicopters and
drones. Codenamed Vostok-2018,
it took place across a vast region
that included the Bering Sea, the
Sea of Okhotsk and the Sea of
Japan. Little wonder that NATO
officials described Vostok-2018 as a
demonstration of a growing Russian
focus on future large-scale conflict:
“It fits into a pattern we have seen
over some time—a more assertive
Russia, significantly increasing
its defense budget and its military
presence.” Putin attended the
exercises after hosting an economic
forum in Vladivostok where Chinese
President Xi was his guest. “We have
trustworthy ties in political, security
and defense spheres,” he declared,
while Xi praised the two countries’
friendship, which, he claimed, was
“getting stronger all the time.”
Thanks to climate change,
Russia and China are now also
working in tandem in the fastmelting Arctic. Last year Russia,
which controls more than half the
Arctic coastline, sent its first ship
through the Northern Sea Route
without an icebreaker in winter.
Putin hailed that moment as a “big
event in the opening up of the
Arctic.”
Beijing’s Arctic policy, first
laid out in January 2018, described
China as a “near-Arctic” state and
visualised the future shipping routes
there as part of a potential new
“Polar Silk Road” that would both
be useful for resource exploitation
and for enhancing Chinese security.
Shipping goods to and from Europe
by such a passage would shorten the
distance to China by 30% compared

to present sea routes through the
Malacca Straits and the Suez Canal,
saving hundreds of thousands of
dollars per voyage.
According to the US Geological
Survey, the Arctic holds petroleum
reserves equal to 412 billion barrels
of oil, or about 22% of the world’s
undiscovered hydrocarbons. It also
has deposits of rare earth metals.
China’s second Arctic vessel,
Xuelong 2 (Snow Dragon 2), is
scheduled to make its maiden voyage
later this year. Russia needs Chinese
investment to extract the natural
resources under its permafrost. In
fact, China is already the biggest
foreign investor in Russia’s liquefied
natural gas (LNG) projects in the
region—and the first LNG shipment
was dispatched to China’s eastern
province last summer via the
Northern Sea Route. Its giant oil
corporation is now beginning to drill
for gas in Russian waters alongside
the Russian company Gazprom.
Washington is rattled. In April,
in its latest annual report to Congress
on China’s military power, the
Pentagon for the first time included
a section on the Arctic, warning
of the risks of a growing Chinese
presence in the region, including
that country’s possible deployment
of nuclear submarines there in the
future. In May, Secretary of State
Mike Pompeo used a meeting of
foreign ministers in Rovaniemi,
Finland, to assail China for its
“aggressive behavior” in the Arctic.
In an earlier speech, Pompeo
noted that, from 2012 to 2017, China
invested nearly $90 billion in the
Arctic region. “We’re concerned
about Russia’s claim over the
international waters of the Northern
Sea Route, including its newly
announced plans to connect it with
China’s Maritime Silk Road,” he
said. He then pointed out that,
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along that route, “Moscow already
illegally demands other nations
request permission to pass, requires
Russian maritime pilots to be aboard
foreign ships and threatens to use
military force to sink any that fail to
comply with their demands.”
An American Downturn Continues
Altogether, the tightening
military and economic ties between
Russia and China have put America
on the defensive, contrary to
Donald Trump’s MAGA promise
to American voters in the 2016
campaign. It’s true that, despite
fraying diplomatic and economic
ties between Washington and
Moscow, Trump’s personal relations
with Putin remain cordial. (The
two periodically exchange friendly
phone calls.) But among Russians
more generally, a favorable view
of the US fell from 41% in 2017 to
26% in 2018, according to a Pew
Research survey.
There’s nothing new about
great powers, even the one that
proclaimed itself the greatest in
history, declining after having
risen high. In our acrimonious
times, that’s a reality well worth
noting. While launching his bid for
reelection recently, Trump proposed
a bombastic new slogan: “Keep
America Great” (or KAG), as if he
had indeed raised America’s stature
while in office. He would have been
far more on target, however, had
he suggested the slogan “Depress
America More” (or DAM) to reflect
the reality of an unpopular president
who faces rising great power rivals
abroad.
(Dilip Hiro is an Indian author,
journalist, and commentator who
specialises on the politics of South
Asia and Middle East.)
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India Must Prevent Eviction of Millions of
Forest Dwellers, say UN Experts
UN human rights experts (see
below for details) have urged the
Government of India to prevent
the potential eviction of up to nine
million people, most of whom are
forest dwellers and members of
scheduled tribes with an ancestral
link to the land and forest. The threat
of evictions follows a 13 February
order by the Supreme Court of
India in a case brought by wildlife
organisations who claim human
settlements encroach on protected
forest areas.
“The basic premise of this
decision, which treats tribal peoples
as possibly illegal residents of the
forest, is wrong. Indigenous peoples
are the owners of their lands and
forests,” says the Special Rapporteur
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples,
Victoria Tauli-Corpuz. “This is
a phenomenon seen around the
world. Indigenous peoples and
local communities are treated as
squatters when in fact the land is
theirs, and they have protected
and stewarded their holdings for
generations and play an important
role for conservation.”
The Supreme Court order
addressed the rejection of 1.2 million
forest rights claims under the Forest
Rights Act, a legislation adopted in
2006, which aimed at addressing
historical injustice suffered by forest
dwelling peoples and scheduled
tribes by providing them with an
opportunity to recognise their rights
to occupy and use the forest.
On 28 February 2019, amid
growing tensions over what was
seen as a flawed claim process, the

Court stayed its eviction order and
directed the States to clarify by
12 July the procedure followed by
State governments to decide on the
validity and merits of claims.
While the Supreme Court’s fourmonth suspension of its order was a
reprieve for those who had already
been notified of eviction, the experts
said they were gravely concerned
about the precarious situation of
millions of forest dwellers who may
be displaced and lose access to their
habitat, livelihoods and spiritual
culture.
“In 2016, I recommended a
national moratorium on forced
evictions be instituted”, said the
Special Rapporteur on the right to
adequate housing, Leilani Farha.
“Evictions are only human rights
compliant after all alternatives to
eviction have been exhausted.”
“Governments must seek free
prior and informed consent from
the indigenous people affected,
ensure compensation is adequate
and that any resettlement plans
are determined through a process
of meaningful consultation. Any
eviction resulting in homelessness is
a serious violation of human rights,”
the experts warned.
The experts said many
indigenous peoples in India have
already lost their homes in the name
of conservation, often to make way
for tiger reserves. Research shows
that the presence of indigenous
peoples actually improves tiger
populations.
“For generations, India’s tribal
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peoples have lived in harmony with
the country’s wildlife, protecting and
managing vital natural resources.
It is because of their sustainable
stewardship that India still has
forests worth conserving. To truly
protect wildlife, recognising the
rights of forest guardians would
be a far more effective strategy
than rendering them homeless,”
the experts said. “We urge the
Government of India to uphold the
spirit of the Forest Right Act by
safeguarding the inherent rights of
scheduled tribes and other traditional
forest-dwelling peoples.”
The government must provide
the necessary resources to conduct
a transparent and independent
review of the rejected claims and
to ensure no indigenous peoples are
aggrieved. Where there is absolutely
no alternative to eviction consent of
affected people, adequate redress,
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and compensation are required.
The Ministry of Environment
has recently proposed a series of
amendments to the 1927 Indian
Forest Act, which, if adopted, would
result in further violation of rights
of tribals and forest-dwellers, the
experts said. “The draft law would
significantly increase the policing
and discretionary powers of Forest
officers against local communities.”
The experts have shared their
concerns with the government of
India but to date have not received
a response.
[The experts are: Ms Victoria
Tauli-Corpuz, Special Rapporteur
on the rights of indigenous
peoples; Ms Leilani Farha, Special
Rapporteur on adequate housing
as a component of the right to an
adequate standard of living, and on
the right to non-discrimination in this

context; Mr David R. Boyd, Special
Rapporteur on the issue of human
rights obligations relating to the
enjoyment of a safe, clean, healthy
and sustainable environment.
The Special Rapporteurs and
Independent Experts are part of the
Special Procedures of the Human
Rights Council. Special Procedures,
the largest body of independent
experts in the UN Human Rights
system, is the general name of the
Council’s independent fact-finding
and monitoring mechanisms that
address either specific country
situations or thematic issues in
all parts of the world. Special
Procedures’ experts work on a
voluntary basis; they are not UN staff
and do not receive a salary for their
work. They are independent from
any government or organisation and
serve in their individual capacity.]
Courtesy: Countercurrents.org.

Personal Data – The Skyscraper of Data You Knew Nothing About
It’s quite something to think
of one simple statistic that sums up
how much data is being processed
about us—that ninety per cent of the
world’s data was created in just the
last two years. It has been calculated
that each one of us with an internet
connection is adding over 160 pieces
of data to our personal profiles, being
hoovered up by modern-day huntergatherers, every single day. That’s
about three billion bits of data on UK
adults, let alone the rest of the world.
In a social setting, it is the
norm that people know some basic
information about you. If they don’t
know, they will ask polite questions,
and you reciprocate by providing
what information you are prepared
to give away. As you get to know
someone better over time, you tend

to divulge more information as the
trust between you grows.
But what if these same people
stood there face to face, at the first
meeting and asked a barrage of
questions like how much do you
earn, how much debt or credit
you have, where you spend your
money, how much, on what and who
with? Or what your current sexual
preferences are, who you stayed
with last night, where, what time
you fell asleep—and so on. These
questions are indeed being asked of
us. According to the New Economics
Foundation, over 160 questions are
being asked of us every day. When
I say asked—I mean given away
by the electronic devices we use.
Mobiles, desktops, smartwatches,
tablets are constantly updating.

Yes, I know that somehow
we’ve given permissions and yes
you can turn some of them off to
increase privacy—but the truth is—
it doesn’t work that way.
You might be surprised to know
that Google can collate a file on you
with the equivalent of 1.5 million
documents.
Stacked upon each other, at
500 pages to a reem—each one at
2 inches thick, your data pile would
be 152m high. The Council on Tall
Buildings and Urban Habitat in
Britain define skyscrapers as those
buildings which reach or exceed
150m in height.
Is it not just a little bit worrying
that your personal data stack would
qualify as a skyscraper of information
about just you?
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Google collects deleted data
even when you try to specifically
aim to rid your history. Past diary
appointments, events attended,
location and search history. If you
turn off location data—Google
gets around this by collating your
coordinates instead.
It’s extraordinary to think that
data is even harvested about the
movements of how your fingers work
a mouse or trackpad as you explore a
website, or indeed, where the cursor
hovered or for how long. I can’t
explain to you why that is somehow
important or worthwhile enough to
put on a file about you. But knowing
just this makes you think how deeply
the tech industry has stolen our
most private moments, thoughts and
actions. And also how wrong their
conclusions about you could be.
Like for instance when I spend some
time looking at Parkinson’s disease
for a relative, and not because I’m
one of its unfortunate victims.
In one study, it was found that
third-party tracking cookies, from
companies you’ve never heard
of, are collating data on 92 per
cent of websites you visit. The
average mainstream news website
has as many as 40 trackers constantly
working, gorging and digesting on
your private stuff in the background
while you read about the world
around you.
All this data being collected on
you personally, the industry likes to
call ‘finger-printing’.
Your personal data is prepared
for selling to buyers that bid for it.
Bid requests on UK users are being
sent out at a rate of almost 10 billion
per day, and are seen by thousands
of advertisers without you knowing
who they are.
And while you might still think
this is OK—don’t forget that 25
per cent of this data is lost to fraud,

exposing all of us to non-consensual
sharing—amongst the criminal
fraternity. Of course, criminals
disregard permissions and often
then re-sell or use this data legally
or otherwise.
GDPR and other so-called
privacy protections do not shield
you from this onslaught of the
data stalkers, much as anti-money
laundering legislation doesn’t stop
the banks in the City of London from
washing dirty money in the billions
every day.
To highlight this point, one
journalist found that in a week of
Web surfing on his desktop, 11,189
requests for tracker “cookies” were
made by Google’s Chrome. Each
one of these cookies are themselves
grabbing hundreds of bits of data
each time.
If the government wanted to
protect your personal data they could.
It would be simple to do. Legislation
could change everything by ensuring
that devices, software and online
interactions are subject to privacy by
default. There’s a reason why they
don’t legislate to protect us. Simply
because the government, especially
the British government and its
security services want to know all
this information as well. Of course,
they also have illegally collected
millions of images, including those
classed as ‘compromising’ of you
and your family (operation Optic
Nerve)—that were taken when
you had no idea your webcam or
mobile camera had been switched
on by them via special surveillance
software you had no idea existed.
That is until a famous whistleblower
informed us.
The government also has all
the data collated by their various
departments, dozens of them, such
as schools, health departments,
local authorities and so on. Soon,

the state will have a biometric
database that will work alongside
a health database—all ready to be
infiltrated by criminals just as the
health industry is in America.
Recently, eleven million
complete health records were stolen
in the USA, and in one case alone
involving an insurance company,
specific data was stolen from 78
million Americans.
Today, we trust technology
because we have a false sense of
security about it. But we shouldn’t.
Last year, ID fraud hit a new record
in the UK that rises at a rate of about
12 per cent a year. Telecoms, online
shopping and insurance were the
favoured targets of the fraudsters—
where much of the data emanates
from in the first place. This week,
Apple co-founder Steve Wozniak
said he deleted his Facebook account
last year and believes most of us
should too—because of the scale of
intrusion into our lives.
Surveillance capitalism as it is
known today is spycraft, designed
to profit from systems to exploit our
personal data in every way possible.
This modern-day exploitation of
information is the volume crime of
the 21st century, and the issue is not
going to go away soon.
Courtesy: TruePublica
(TruePublica is an independent
UK-based media source focused
on challenging current neoliberal
ideology.)
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Venezuela: Epicentre of the Anti-Imperialist Left
Arnold August
Who would have thought that,
during the attempted coup d’état
in Venezuela on January 23 and its
immediate aftermath, Caracas would
become, only five months later, the
epicentre of the Latin American
left? The XXV São Paulo Forum is
planned for July 25–28 in the very
Caracas that was supposed to be in
the hands of the US and its allies.
On the day of the coup attempt,
international hemispheric right-wing
reaction—from the north, in Ottawa,
through Washington, DC, to Bogotá
and southward to Lima and Santiago
de Chile—was ready to pop the
champagne bottles.
While capturing Venezuela’s
oil was and obviously remains
the objective, the destruction of
Chavismo as an example and
inspiration also was and remains
a key consideration. It weighed
heavily in the balance as the US
and its allies launched their daring
coup on January 23. It was not the
first such direct US intervention in
the country, the previous one having
been launched against Chávez in
his day.
However, this latest version
was expected to be a sure winner
for US imperialism. Everything
was in place, including catapulting
a “popular” new leader from the
“grassroots,” who happened to
be an actual elected member of
parliament! This stroke of genius
was apparently meant to replace
the overtly capitalist Federation of
Chambers of Commerce, which
looked like a civilian Pinochet police
lineup when they posed for a photo
opportunity back in 2002.

No, this was to be a new version of
a coup. This new face of imperialism
had at its disposal a ready-made
dream team coalition in the form of
the Lima Cartel. The main original
feature of this entity was that it
did not include the universally
detested Trump, who was replaced
by his supposed political antithesis
from Canada, Justin Trudeau, so
as to give credibility to the Trump
administration.
The massive use of international
corporate media in an unprecedented
demonisation campaign against a
leader, in this case Maduro, was
supported “on the ground” by the
foot soldiers of pro-US social media
all over the planet. However, the
coup attempt failed, because of
fierce Bolivarian resistance, and
Maduro in particular exhibited
nerves of steel and foresight.
The US and its allies in the
hemisphere, and beyond from Old
Europe, organised two more coup
attempts and three electrical power
grid failures in March, on top of the
successive economic and diplomatic
sanctions that had already caused
40,000 deaths by January 23. Despite
the hardships and the tense situation,
overtures to the armed forces to
desert the government fell on deaf
ears.
On the contrary, the civic–
military alliance not only held
its own but further developed its
political/ideological and patriotic
consciousness even as it spread
further into the population. From
January 23 to the present, millions
of Chavistas have regularly shown
support for THEIR revolution,

expressing in a more convincing
manner than the ballot box that
Maduro is their legitimate president.
In the course of this resistance,
the Bolivarian Revolution further
developed its policy of combining
revolutionary struggle (not trusting
imperialism one iota, as Che put
it), based on the principles thereof,
with a search for a negotiated,
peaceful political solution with the
opposition—a brilliant example of
revolutionary diplomacy.
In this context, and with
São Paulo in mind, we should
also appreciate the work of the
Bolivarian Revolution, including
Maduro and his entire leadership
(e.g. Jorge Arreaza as a bilingual,
globetrotting foreign minister), on
another front too: they are actively
building ties with the left-wing antiimperialist forces in the heartland of
imperialism. Maduro, for example,
personally and explicitly extended
a hand on behalf of the Bolivarian
Revolution to the left-wing forces in
Washington who had courageously
occupied the Venezuelan Embassy to
protect it from pro-US forces.
To take another of many
e x a m p l e s , t h e Ve n e z u e l a n
diplomatic missions in Canada
did not hesitate to recognise the
statements issued by Canadian
unions in January and February, on
behalf of their five million members,
in support of Venezuela’s right to
self-determination in the face of the
Canadian government’s pro-Trump
policy of interference.
This outreach is reciprocal, as
the left in the capitalist countries—
the US, Canada and the UK, in
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particular—have been flocking to
Caracas since January to witness
and report back in response to the
massive disinformation campaign
against Venezuela. This trend has
become, in a manner of speaking,
the 2019 digital version of the
international brigades that went to
support the Republican side in the
Spanish Civil War.
When I had the opportunity
to listen to Maduro in a small
meeting with a foreign delegation
on February 4, 2019, one of several
significant points he made was that
Venezuela is, despite itself, being
forced onto the international stage
as the international epicentre of
anti-imperialism. And, of course,
the Bolivarian Revolution is up to
the challenge.
I would add that as a result
of the international situation and
the Bolivarian Revolution, the
left has moved more to the left.
The principled stand of Venezuela
has forced the false friends of the
Bolivarian Revolution out of the
woodwork. This tendency had been
a dead weight on the Bolivarian
process in any case, sowing doubts
about it from a safe distance.
Since the coup attempt, they have
openly fallen into the US narrative
in which the elections of May
2018 were “deficient,” marred by
“irregularities” and “manipulation,”
and, of course, the idea that Maduro is
an “authoritarian.” The US presents
these people as the “reasonable”
voice of the campaign against
Venezuela, seeking sorely needed
credibility for its manoeuvres in
this way.
In return, the false friends
continually pronounce the keywords
(“fraudulent,” “authoritarian”) so as
to retain their academic privileges
and their access to the mainstream.

The latent “critical support” evinced
before January 23 has converged
with the US narrative, retaining some
left-wing rhetoric in a desperate
attempt to maintain credibility.
As to the statement that, as a
result of the Bolivarian Revolution,
the left has moved more to the left, it is
useful at times to investigate how the
enemy regards this movement. After
all, the empire is highly sensitive to
the reinforcement of Chavismo as
an undesired boomerang effect of its
interference in Venezuela. Judging
by an article in World Politics
Review titled “Venezuela’s Crisis Is
Drawing New Ideological Lines in
Latin America”, the empire’s worst
nightmare is coming true:
It is no longer possible for Latin
American leaders to issue fuzzy
statements now that the Venezuelan
opposition has declared Maduro an
illegitimate president. When Juan
Guaidó, the head of Venezuela’s
National Assembly, declared himself
interim president last month, it
compelled every leader in the region
to make their position regarding the
government clear.
On the other hand, this move
to the left is also reflected in the
fact that the courageous, principled
left-wing forces in the US and
Canada have actually expanded into
new areas. In addition, and this is
very important, the blatant media
campaign against Venezuela has
vastly strengthened their political
consciousness.
It has likewise resulted in a
flurry of new social media as well
as a multifold increase in the use
of already existing social media
and alternative websites dedicated,
among other causes, to the Bolivarian
Revolution.
For those of us who follow
alternative and Venezuelan media,

the blatant lies are so frustrating that
it results in even stronger resolve,
and thus a more left-wing stand on
important international issues as
well as the domestic situation in the
imperialist countries.
Thus, the choice of Caracas for
the next São Paulo Forum is not an
arbitrary decision. It is a natural
and inevitable choice that is well
deserved by Maduro and the millions
of Chavistas who will welcome the
progressive forces to the very city
of Caracas that was supposed to
have been occupied by the US and
its allies.
When one is on the correct side
of history, this is what happens.
It is important to reflect on the
historical importance of the five
months subsequent to January 23,
not only for Latin America, but also
for the entire hemisphere and indeed
the world, as the outcome in Latin
America impacts all of humankind.
(Arnold August is a Canadian
journalist and lecturer, and writes
for several websites in Latin America
and USA.)
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Study Warns of Extreme Ocean Acidification: Could Trigger Mass Extinction
Julia Conley
The continuous accumulation
of carbon dioxide in the planet's
oceans—which shows no sign of
stopping due to humanity's relentless
consumption of fossil fuels—is
likely to trigger a chemical reaction
in Earth's carbon cycle similar to
those which happened just before
previous mass extinction events,
according to a new study.
MIT geophysics professor
Daniel Rothman released new data on
Monday showing that carbon levels
today could be fast approaching a
tipping point threshold that could
trigger extreme ocean acidification
similar to the kind that contributed
to the Permian–Triassic mass
extinction that occurred about 250
million years ago.
Rothman's new research comes
two years after he predicted that a
mass extinction event could take
place at the end of this century.
Since 2017, he has been working to
understand how life on Earth might
be wiped out due to increased carbon
in the oceans.
Rothman created a model in
which he simulated adding carbon
dioxide to oceans, finding that when
the gas was added to an alreadystable marine environment, only
temporary acidification occurred.
When he continuously pumped
carbon into the oceans, however,
as humans have been doing at
greater and greater levels since the
late 18th century, the ocean model
eventually reached a threshold
which triggered what MIT called
"a cascade of chemical feedbacks",
or "excitation", causing extreme
acidification and worsening the

warming effects of the originallyadded carbon.
Over the past 540 million years,
these chemical feedbacks have
occurred at various times, Rothman
noted.
But the most significant
occurances took place around the
time of four out of the five mass
extinction events—and today's
oceans are absorbing carbon far
more quickly than they did before
the Permian–Triassic extinction, in
which 90 percent of life on Earth
died out.
The planet may now be "at the
precipice of excitation", Rothman
told MIT News.
On social media, one critic
called the study's implications about
life on Earth "completely terrifying".
The study, which was completed
with support from NASA and the
National Science Foundation, also
notes that even though humans
have only been pumping carbon
into the oceans for hundreds of years
rather than the thousands of years
it took for volcanic eruptions and
other events to bring about other
extinctions, the result will likely be
the same.
"Once we're over the threshold,
how we got there may not matter,"
Rothman told MIT News. "Once you
get over it, you're dealing with how
the Earth works, and it goes on its
own ride."
Other scientists said the study,
which will be published this week
in the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences, represents
a clear call for immediate action
to drastically reduce the amount of

carbon that is being pumped into
the world's oceans. Climate action
groups and grassroots movements
have long called on governments
to impose a moratorium on fossil
fuel drilling, which pumps about a
billion metric tons of carbon into the
atmosphere every year.
"We already know that our
CO2-emitting actions will have
consequences for many millennia,"
says Timothy Lenton, a professor
of climate change and earth
systems science at the University of
Exeter. "This study suggests those
consequences could be much more
dramatic than previously expected."
"If we push the Earth system
too far," Lenton added, "then it
takes over and determines its own
response—past that point there will
be little we can do about it."
(Julia Conley writes for Common
Dreams, an independent, non-profit,
advertising-free and 100% reader
supported news portal.)
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